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A Fast Gate-Level Register Relocation Method for Circuit Size Reduction in General-Synchronous Framework*
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SUMMARY Under the assumption that the clock can be inputted to each register at an arbitrary timing, the minimum feasible clock period might be reduced by register relocation while maintaining the circuit behavior and topology. However, if the minimum feasible clock period is reduced, then the number of registers tends to be increased. In this paper, we propose a gate-level register relocation method that reduces the number of registers while keeping the target clock period. In experiments, the proposed method reduces the number of registers in the practical time in most circuits.
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1. Introduction

The semiconductor manufacturing process technology has improved the scale, speed and power consumption of LSI circuits. However, increasing the ratio of the routing delay in the propagation delay bounds the amount of improvements in complete-synchronous framework (c-frame) in which the simultaneous clock distribution to every register is assumed. The increases of the size and power consumption of a clock distribution circuit have become serious issues in c-frame. While, general-synchronous framework (g-frame) [3][4][5], in which the clock is assumed to be distributed periodically to each individual register though not necessarily to all registers simultaneously, is expected to give an essential solution. By using g-frame, the quality of circuit such as the clock frequency, clock distribution circuit size, power consumption, and etc. are expected to be improved. The efforts toward improvements of qualities in g-frame are summarized in [6].

The framework of synchronization by a global clock without restriction of simultaneity was discussed in the context of clock scheduling, useful-skew, semi-synchronous, and etc. In this paper, we call the framework g-frame to emphasize the framework includes c-frame. In the beginning of studies of g-frame, clock scheduling algorithms [3][4][5], [7] and clock distribution circuit synthesis algorithms [8], [9] for given logic circuits were proposed. However, given logic circuits are synthesized for c-frame. Since the clock period might not be reduced in g-frame even if the maximum delay is reduced, the effort in c-frame might degrade the circuit performance in g-frame. Therefore, the optimization of circuit synthesis that takes g-frame into account must be investigated.

As logic circuit modification methods that improve the performance in g-frame, delay insertion methods [10][11][12], a gate sizing method [14], a multi-clock cycle path method [15], and register relocation methods [16], [17] are proposed.

In c-frame, the circuit modification in which registers are relocated while maintaining the circuit behavior and topology is called retiming [18]. However, in g-frame, retiming may be confused with the change of the clock input timing of a register. Therefore, we call it register relocation in g-frame.

In [16], a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulation and a heuristic algorithm of the register relocation in g-frame are proposed. The objective of these algorithms is the clock period minimization or the tolerance maximization against clock signal delay variations. However, since the computation time of these algorithms is too long, these algorithms cannot be applied to circuits with thousands of gates. In [17], the register relocation method for the clock period minimization in g-frame is proposed. We call this method P-CR (Period reduction by Cone Relocation). P-CR is guaranteed to achieve the lower bound of the minimum clock period by register relocation in g-frame if the maximum delay of each element is equal to its minimum delay. Moreover, it is empirically shown that P-CR can be applied to large circuits. However, the number of registers in a circuit obtained by P-CR tends to be increased, since P-CR applies register relocations to reduce the minimum clock period in g-frame even if the numbers of registers are increased.

Since LSIs are often designed under the target clock period as the specifications, the problem that minimizes the number of registers in a circuit that is obtained by register relocation and that works at the target clock period is very important in LSI design in practical sense. Therefore, we focus on this problem. If the maximum delay of each element is equal to its minimum delay, the minimum clock period by register relocation in g-frame is obtained in a polynomial time [17]. The minimum number of registers by register relocation in g-frame is obtained in a polynomial time [18]. However, the computational complexity of the problem that minimizes the number of registers in a circuit that is obtained by register relocation and that works at the...
target clock period in g-frame is not known, although we conjecture that this problem is NP-hard. Therefore, we investigate heuristic algorithms for this problem in this paper.

In this paper, we propose a gate-level register relocation method that reduces the number of registers while keeping the target clock period in g-frame. We call this method S-CR (Size reduction by Cone Relocation). S-CR is a greedy local circuit modification method in g-frame. In S-CR, if a circuit that works at the target clock period is inputted, a register relocation that reduces the number of registers most while keeping the target clock period is applied iteratively. S-CR reduces the number of registers even if the maximum delay of each element is not equal to its minimum delay. In order to obtain a circuit that works at the target clock period, we use P-CR as pre-processing of S-CR, because P-CR is fast and obtains the circuits which achieve the target clock periods in most cases even if the maximum delay of each element is not equal to its minimum delay. We call it P&S-CR. If the target clock period is different, the required number of registers in a circuit is different. For the same target clock period, the number of registers in a circuit obtained by P&S-CR is not larger than that by P-CR. In experiments, it is smaller in most cases. Although an optimal circuit in terms of the number of registers cannot be obtained by P&S-CR in general, optimal circuits are obtained by P&S-CR for small circuits. The computation time of P&S-CR is less than 10 minutes for most circuits with thousands of gates.

2. Preliminaries

In this paper, we consider a circuit consisting of registers and gates, and wires connecting them. We call them elements. A circuit is represented by the graph \( G = (V,E) \), where vertex set \( V \) corresponds to elements in the circuit and directed edge set \( E \) corresponds to signal propagations in the circuit. An example of a circuit graph is shown in Fig. 1. In the circuit graph shown in Fig. 1, \( \{a, b, c, I/O\} \) is the register set, and the figure in each vertex represents its delay. For simplicity, the maximum delay of each element is equal to its minimum delay and each register does not have delay in this example.

2.1 General-Synchronous Framework

In c-frame, the clock arrival timing of a register is the same as those of the other registers. C-frame, in which the clock arrival timings of registers are assumed to be equal, is a kind of g-frame. In g-frame [3]–[5], [7], the clock arrival timing of a register may be different from other registers. The clock timing \( S(r) \) of a register \( r \) is defined as the difference in the clock arrival time between \( r \) and an arbitrary chosen reference register.

A circuit works correctly with a clock period \( T \) if the following two types of constraints are satisfied for every register pair with signal propagations (Fig. 2) [3].

**Setup (No-Zero-Clocking) Constraints**

\[ S(a) - S(b) \leq T - D_{\text{max}}(a,b) \]

**Hold (No-Double-Clocking) Constraints**

\[ S(b) - S(a) \leq D_{\text{min}}(a,b), \]

where \( D_{\text{max}}(a,b) \) is the maximum (minimum) delay from a register \( a \) to a register \( b \).

Since c-frame has the premise that a clock ticks all the registers simultaneously, the clock period must be larger than the maximum delay between registers. On the other hand, in g-frame, the circuit can work correctly with the clock period which is smaller than the maximum delay between registers, if all the register pair with the signal path satisfies two types of constraints.

Let \( T_3(G) \) be the minimum clock period of a circuit \( G \) in g-frame under the assumption that the clock can be inputted to each register at an arbitrary designated timing. Hereafter, we simply call \( T_3(G) \) the minimum clock period of \( G \) in g-frame. \( T_3(G) \) is determined by the constraint graph \( H(G) = (R,A) \) for \( G \), where vertex set \( R \) corresponds to registers in \( G \) and directed edge set \( A \) corresponds to pairs of constraints. An edge in \( A \) from a register \( a \) to a register \( b \) with weight \( D_{\text{min}}(a,b) \), called the D-edge, corresponds to the Hold constraint, and an edge from a register \( b \) to a register \( a \) with weight \( T - D_{\text{max}}(a,b) \), called the Z-edge, corresponds to the Setup constraint. Let \( H(G,t) \) be the constraint graph in which the clock period \( T \) is set to \( t \). Let the weight of a directed cycle in \( H(G,t) \) be the sum of edge weights on the directed cycle. It is known that the minimum clock period in g-frame is determined as in the following theorem.

**Theorem 1** [5]: \( T_3(G) \) is the minimum \( t \) such that there is no cycle with negative weight in the constraint graph \( H(G,t) \).

A cycle whose weight is zero in \( H(G,T_3(G)) \) and is
negative in $H(G,t)$ where $t < T_S(G)$ is said to be critical and determines the minimum clock period $T_S(G)$ in g-frame.

For example, the constraint graph of circuit graph $G$ shown in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 3. In $H(G,9)$, since the weight of cycle $(a,c,b,a)$ is zero and it is negative with $T < 9$, cycle $(a,c,b,a)$ is critical and the minimum clock period $T_S(G)$ is 9.

2.2 Register Relocation

Register relocation method is a circuit modification method maintaining the circuit behavior and topology. In [17], cone relocation which is a kind of register relocation method is proposed. We also apply cone relocation in the proposed method.

Let $i$-cone($x$), the input cone of a vertex $x$ in $G$, be the set of vertices of $G$ from which a signal propagates to $x$ without going through registers in $G$. Let $i$-reg($x$) be the set of input registers of $i$-cone($x$). An edge $(u,v)$ in $G$ is called an output of the $i$-cone($x$) if $u$ is in $i$-cone($x$) and $v$ is not in $i$-cone($x$).

The forward cone relocation of a vertex $x$ ($f$-reloc($x$)) is a modification of $G$ in which all $i$-reg($x$) are removed and which a register is inserted to each output of $i$-cone($x$) (Fig. 4(a)). Similarly, the backward cone relocation of $x$ ($b$-reloc($x$)) is defined (Fig. 4(b)). In $f$-reloc($x$) or $b$-reloc($x$), $x$ is called the base vertex. Since $i$-reg($x$) and outputs of $i$-cone($x$) ($o$-reg($x$) and inputs of $o$-cone($x$)) in forward (backward) cone relocation can be determined by depth first search in $G$, the time complexity of a cone relocation is $O(|E|)$ if a base vertex $x$ is given.

In a cone relocation, we can consider that a register is relocated along a path in the circuit with duplication when the path branches and with merging when the path converges. A cone relocation is an enhancement of the well-known register relocation of a vertex [18] which we call vertex relocation. A cone relocation can be defined as the set of vertex relocations.

The minimum clock period of a circuit in g-frame is changed by register relocation. Let the lowest clock period $T_L(G)$ of a circuit $G$ be a lower bound of the minimum clock periods of all circuits which are obtained by register relocations. It is known that the lowest clock period $T_L(G)$ is determined as in the following theorem.

**Theorem 2** ([10], [17]): The lowest clock period $T_L(G)$ is defined as

$$ T_L(G) = \max_{C \in \text{cycles in } G} \frac{D_{\text{max}}(C)}{N(C)}, $$

where $D_{\text{max}}(C)$ and $N(C)$ are the maximum delay and the number of registers of a directed cycle $C$ in $G$, respectively.

3. Proposed Method

In this paper, we propose a greedy register relocation method in g-frame. The proposed method iteratively applies cone relocations that reduce the number of registers most and that keep the target clock period.

3.1 Size Gain and Period Slack

The following two types of values are defined to select a cone relocation to be applied in our register relocation method. Let the size gain of a cone relocation be the difference in the number of registers before and after the cone relocation. Let the period slack of a cone relocation be the difference between the target clock period and the minimum clock period in g-frame after the cone relocation.

The size gain of a cone relocation is obtained by depth first search in $G$ in $O(|E|)$ time. The period slack of a cone relocation is obtained by computing the minimum clock period in the circuit obtained by the cone relocation. Before computing the minimum clock period, the constraint graph is needed to be updated. Updating the constraint graph takes $O(|E| + |R|)$ time and computing the minimum clock period in g-frame takes $O(k \cdot |R| + k^2 \cdot |A|)$ time [7], where $k$ is the maximum number of edges in a shortest trail in the constraint graph which can be regarded as a small constant in most cases. Since $|R|$ and $|A|$ are smaller than $|E|$ in general, the time complexity of the period slack computation depends on updating the constraint graph and it is larger than that of the size gain computation.

3.2 Size Reduction by Cone Relocation

In our proposed method S-CR (Size reduction by Cone Relocation), it is assumed that a circuit which works correctly at the target clock period is inputted. S-CR reduces the number of registers while keeping the target clock period by iteratively applying a cone relocation that reduces the number
of registers and that keeps the target clock period. By applying a cone relocation with positive size gain and non-negative period slack, the number of registers is reduced while the target clock period is kept.

In S-CR, among the cone relocations with positive size gain and non-negative period slack, a cone relocation with maximum size gain is applied iteratively until there exists no such cone relocation. Since the computation time of period slack is larger than that of size gain, the number of period slack computations is better to be small. S-CR decides a cone relocation that is applied efficiently as shown in Fig. 5.

In S-CR, first, the size gains of all cone relocations are computed and cone relocations with positive size gains are sorted in non-increasing order. Then, S-CR computes the period slack of a cone relocation with positive size gain according to the size gain order until a cone relocation with non-negative period slack is found. If a cone relocation with non-negative period slack is found, then it is applied to the current circuit and S-CR repeats from the size gain computation. Otherwise, S-CR terminates and outputs the current circuit. Note that S-CR decides a cone relocation that is applied without computing period slacks of cone relocations with non-positive size gain. Moreover, once S-CR finds a cone relocation with non-negative period slack, S-CR does not compute period slacks for cone relocations with small positive size gain.

S-CR reduces the number of registers while keeping the target clock period even if the maximum delay of each element is not equal to its minimum delay since the definitions of the size gain and the period slack do not depend on the existence of delay range of each element. If the maximum delay of each element is equal to its minimum delay to save the computation time, S-CR excludes several cone relocations before computing their size gains without losing chances to reduce the number of registers. The forward and backward cone relocations of a vertex with single incoming and single outgoing edges that corresponds to a buffer, an inverter, and etc. are excluded in S-CR since these size gains are zero or there exist other cone relocations with the same size gain and period slack if the maximum delay of each element is equal to its minimum delay. For example, the circuit and constraint graph obtained from the circuit shown in Fig. 6(a) by f-reloc(x) and f-reloc(y) are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. It is not necessary to apply f-reloc(y), since the size gain and period slack of f-reloc(y) are same as those of f-reloc(x).

3.3 Target Clock Period Realization

The obtained circuit depends on the target clock period. No circuit that works correctly at a clock period which is less than the lowest clock period $T_L$ of the given circuit is obtained by register relocation. The target clock period in circuit improvement by register relocation should be larger than or equals to $T_L$ of the given circuit. In S-CR, it is assumed that a circuit that works at the target clock period is inputted. In order to apply S-CR to reduce the number of registers, a circuit that works at the target clock period should be obtained. There are several approaches to reduce the minimum clock period of a circuit.

For example, S-CR itself is possible to use to reduce the minimum clock period. If the given circuit contains a cone relocation with positive size gain with non-negative period slack, a desired circuit is obtained. However, the given circuit contains no such relocation if the constraint graph at the target clock period contains more than one negative weight cycle that is not broken by a cone relocation simultaneously. Therefore, the assumption that the given circuit contains such relocations is not appropriate, and S-CR is not good to use to reduce the minimum clock period. In order to reduce the minimum clock period, a cone relocation that breaks a negative weight cycle should be applied. However, the period slack is not appropriate index to find a cone relocation that breaks a negative weight cycle. A cone relocation that does not break any negative weight cycle might
have the maximum period slack as well as a cone relocation that breaks a negative weight cycle.

Therefore, we adopt P-CR (see Fig. 9) to reduce the minimum clock period if a circuit that does not work at the target clock period is given. P-CR finds a cone relocation that breaks a negative weight cycle efficiently without computing period slacks, and applies the found cone relocation iteratively. Moreover, if the maximum delay of each element in circuit is not equal to its minimum delay, the found cone relocation does not generate new negative weight cycles, and a circuit that works at the target clock period is obtained by P-CR if it is larger than $T_L$ of the given circuit [17]. In case that the maximum delay of each element is not equal to its minimum delay, there is no guarantee that a circuit that works at the target clock period is larger than $T_L$. There might be no circuit that works at $T_L$. The found cone relocation might generate new negative weight cycles, and the original P-CR might not terminate. So, an enhanced P-CR that stops cone relocation if the repetition is detected is used. In experiments, we found that, in most cases, a circuit that works at the target clock period is obtained by P-CR even if the maximum delay of each element in circuit is not equal to its minimum delay. We call the register relocation method in which P-CR is used as pre-processing of S-CR P&S-CR (see Fig. 10).

4. Experiments

We implement P&S-CR in C++, which compiled by g++3.5.5, and executed on a PC with 3.06 GHz/512 K Intel Pentium-4 CPU and 512 MB RAM. We also implement S-VR-C(MILP) and S-VR-G(MILP) which is modified from the MILP formulations for clock period minimization in c-frame [18] and in g-frame [16] to MILP formulations for register minimization in c-frame and in g-frame, respectively. S-VR-C(MILP) and S-VR-G(MILP) obtain the optimal solutions in c-frame and in g-frame, respectively. MILP is solved by CPLEX 9.0.0 [19]. We perform these methods on the ISCAS89 benchmark suite. In the following three sub-sections, three kinds of experimental results are described.

4.1 Comparison of Number of Registers

First, the numbers of registers obtained by four register relocation methods are evaluated. The maximum delay of each element is set to be equal to its minimum delay: NOT gate delay is set to 1, NAND and NOR gate delay are set to 2, AND and OR gate delay are set to 3, and routing and register delays are set to 0. The target clock period is set to the lowest clock period $T_L$ of each circuit.

In 26 circuits among 48 ISCAS89 benchmark circuits, the minimum clock periods in g-frame are decreased by the register relocation. These 26 circuits are shown in Table 1. The results of these 26 circuits are shown in Table 2. Among these 26 circuits shown in Table 2, the solutions of 21 circuits cannot be obtained by S-VR-G(MILP) because of the lack of memory. Also, the solutions of 4 circuits cannot be obtained by S-VR-C(MILP) because of the lack of memory or not obtained within a day.

The number of registers by P-CR is increased from original since the minimum clock period is reduced. On the
other hand, in 4 circuits the number of registers by P&S-CR is reduced from original even if the minimum clock period is reduced. The number of registers by P&S-CR is less than that by P-CR in 20 circuits among 26 circuits while keeping the lowest clock period \( T_L \). Although the optimality of P&S-CR in terms of the number of registers is not guaranteed, an optimal circuit is obtained by P&S-CR when S-VR-G(MILP) outputs an optimal circuit. The computation time of P&S-CR is the sum of those of P-CR and S-CR. The computation time of P&S-CR is practical in most circuits. Although S-CR saves the redundant computations of period slack, the computation time of S-CR is longer than that of P-CR in most circuits.

In the other 22 circuits among 48 circuits, the minimum clock periods in g-frame are not decreased by the register relocation. This means that these 22 circuits are optimal in terms of the clock period. The minimum number of registers without clock period constraint is obtained by solving the minimum-cost flow problem [18]. In 18 circuits among these 22 circuits, the minimum numbers of registers without clock period constraint are equal to the numbers of registers in the original circuits. This means that these 18 circuits are also optimal in terms of the number of registers. In the other 4 circuits, the minimum numbers of registers without clock period constraint are less than the original. Although these 4 circuits are not optimal in terms of the number of registers, the minimum number of registers with clock period constraint cannot be obtained by S-VR-C(MILP) and S-VR-G(MILP) since they are relatively large. Since the results of S-CR at these 4 circuits are similar to the results shown in Table 2, the detailed results of these 4 circuits are omitted.

### 4.2 Trade-off between Clock Period and Number of Registers

Next, in order to observe the relations between the target clock period and the number of registers, the target clock period is changed from \( T_L \) to larger values. In experiments, P-CR and P&S-CR are applied to s344, s3330, s3384, and s9234.

The results of s344, s3330, s3384, and s9234 are shown in Fig. 11, 12, 13, and 14, respectively. #reg-optimal is a circuit which has the minimum number of registers without the clock period constraint and which is obtained by solving the minimum-cost flow problem corresponding to the circuit [18]. In s344 and s3330, P&S-CR achieves the lower bound of the number of registers if the target clock periods are set large enough. Moreover, the number of registers by P&S-CR becomes smaller than that by P-CR at most target clock periods.
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periods. On the other hand, P&S-CR cannot achieve the lower bound of the number of registers in s3384 and s9234, and the number of registers cannot be reduced enough at some target clock periods in s3384. These facts imply that P&S-CR is heuristic.

4.3 Dependency on Delay Model

Last, in order to evaluate S-CR in more practical delay model, the maximum delay of each element is set to twice the minimum delay of each element and the target clock period is set to the lowest clock period $T_L$ of each circuit. In 30 circuits among 48 circuits, the lowest clock period of the given circuit is smaller than the minimum clock period of the given circuit. In 29 circuits among these 30 circuits, P-CR obtains the circuit which works correctly at lowest clock period $T_L$ of the given circuit. In 22 circuits among these 29 circuits the number of registers by P&S-CR is less than that by P-CR. The detail results are omitted since results are similar to Table 2.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a gate-level register relocation method that reduces the number of registers while keeping the target clock period in general-synchronous framework. The proposed method is a fast greedy local circuit modification method in general-synchronous framework in order to reduce the number of registers while keeping the given target clock period. Experiments show that the number of registers is reduced by the proposed method, and the computation time is practical in most circuits.

Since the proposed method is heuristic, there are some cases that the number of registers cannot be reduced enough or the computation time is large. Improvements of the proposed method in register size and in computation time are in our future works. Although the clock distribution circuit synthesis that realizes the clock schedule is not in the scope of this paper, the enhancement of the proposed method to take the clock distribution circuit synthesis into account is necessary to improve the final quality of the circuit.
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